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Cytokinesis Monitoring during Development: Rapid
Pole-to-Pole Shuttling of a Signaling Protein by
Localized Kinase and Phosphatase in Caulobacter

the ordered sequence of flagellar rotation, pili synthesis,
flagellum shedding, and ultimately stalk formation (Fig-
ure 1). It has been shown that the PleC and DivJ histidine
kinases couple SwaPS development with cell division
through the regulation of a shared single-domain re-
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P.O. Box 208103 sponse regulator, DivK (Ohta et al., 2000). Mutations in
New Haven, Connecticut 06520 pleC block SwaPS development; thus, pleC mutants

remain nonmotile, pililess, and stalkless after cell divi-
sion (Sommer and Newton, 1989). Cold-sensitive mu-

Summary tants of divJ and divK were isolated as developmental
suppressors of pleC mutants at 37�C and found to be

For successful generation of different cell types by filamentous at 24�C, indicating that DivJ and DivK are
asymmetric cell division, cell differentiation should be also involved in cell division (Sommer and Newton,
initiated only after completion of division. Here, we 1991). The level of phosphorylated DivK (DivK-P) is re-
describe a control mechanism by which Caulobacter duced in a �divJ mutant, consistent with DivJ acting
couples the initiation of a developmental program to as a kinase of DivK (Wheeler and Shapiro, 1999). The
the completion of cytokinesis. Genetic evidence indi- biochemical function of PleC is less clear. In pleC mu-
cates that localization of the signaling protein DivK at tants, the DivK-P level is increased relative to wild-type,
the flagellated pole prevents premature initiation of suggesting that PleC directly or indirectly promotes
development. Photobleaching and FRET experiments DivK-P dephosphorylation (Wheeler and Shapiro, 1999).
show that polar localization of DivK is dynamic with DivJ, PleC, and DivK undergo spatial regulation. In
rapid pole-to-pole shuttling of diffusible DivK gener- predivisional cells, DivJ and PleC are asymmetrically
ated by the localized activities of PleC phosphatase localized with DivJ at the stalked pole and PleC at the
and DivJ kinase at opposite poles. This shuttling is flagellar pole (Wheeler and Shapiro, 1999). As shown in
interrupted upon completion of cytokinesis by the seg- Figure 1, DivK is bipolarly localized during most of the
regation of PleC and DivJ to different daughter cells,

predivisional stage but is released specifically from the
resulting in disruption of DivK localization at the flagel-

flagellar pole right after completion of cytokinesis, when
lated pole and subsequent initiation of development

the cytoplasm is divided into two physically separated
in the flagellated progeny. Thus, dynamic polar local-

compartments (Jacobs et al., 2001). DivK localization isization of a diffusible protein provides a control mech-
regulated by DivJ and PleC. In a kinase-inactive divJH338Aanism that monitors cytokinesis to regulate devel-
mutant, DivK localizes normally at the stalked pole,opment.
where DivJH338A is located, but it fails to localize at the
flagellar pole, indicating that the kinase activity of DivJIntroduction
promotes localization of DivK at the flagellar pole (Lam
et al., 2003). Conversely, PleC mediates the release ofAsymmetric cell division is an important mechanism for
DivK from the flagellar pole because, in the absence ofthe generation of cell diversity from bacteria to mam-
PleC catalytic function, DivK fails to delocalize from themals. For correct cell fate specification by this mecha-
flagellar pole at cell division (Lam et al., 2003). The rolenism, initiation of developmental programs relies on the
for the cell cycle-dependent polar localization of thesesegregation of cell fate determinants to only one daugh-
signaling proteins has remained largely elusive, and theter cell upon cell division. The temporal coupling be-
mechanism by which these proteins sense cytokinesistween cell division and initiation of differentiation sug-
to control SwaPS development is unknown.gests that control mechanisms may exist.

Here, we provide evidence that localized PleC phos-The bacterium Caulobacter crescentus provides a
phatase and DivJ kinase activities at opposite polessimple experimental system to address this question be-
create a rapid shuttling of DivK between poles. This pole-cause, in this organism, asymmetric cell division yields a
to-pole shuttling provides a control mechanism that moni-daughter cell whose developmental fate is controlled
tors cytokinesis to regulate initiation of SwaPS devel-by cell division (Ohta and Newton, 1996). At each cell
opment.cycle, Caulobacter divides asymmetrically to produce

a stalked cell and a smaller swarmer cell, which subse-
quently differentiates into a stalked cell before initiating

Results and DiscussionDNA replication (Figure 1). Genetic studies with muta-
tions or drugs that inhibit cell division indicate that the
developmental program of the swarmer progeny depends DivK Localization at the Flagellar Pole
on the completion of previous cytokinesis (Huguenel Is Involved in Coupling SwaPS
and Newton, 1982; Terrana and Newton, 1976). This Development to Cytokinesis
swarmer progeny-specific (SwaPS) program includes As mentioned above, pleC mutants fail to release DivK

from the flagellar pole (Figure 2A) and to initiate SwaPS
development upon cell division, resulting in nonmotile,*Correspondence: christine.jacobs-wagner@yale.edu
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site closer to the stalked pole, to create stalked daughter
cells smaller than their siblings (Figure 2C). Thus, to
ascertain the identity of the poles, we used a strain
(CJW979) in which DivK and DivJ (stalked pole marker)
were fused to the monomeric forms of CFP and YFP
(mCFP and mYFP), respectively. Restoration of cytoki-
nesis by addition of xylose to elongated CJW979 cells
resulted in delocalization of DivK-mCFP specifically
from the pole distal to the stalked DivJ-mYFP pole; this
was true even in the instances when cell division created
a stalked progeny smaller than its sibling (Figure 2C),
suggesting that DivK release is not sensitive to cell
length. We made similar observations with cells treated
with the �-lactam antibiotic cephalexin, which at suble-
thal concentration inhibits a later step of cell division
(data not shown). Thus, DivK release from the flagellar
pole is cytokinesis dependent.

If a control mechanism involving DivK localization at
Figure 1. Completion of Cytokinesis Is Required for Initiation of a the flagellar pole specifies the known dependence of
Developmental Sequence of Events in the Ensuing Cell Cycle of the SwaPS development on cytokinesis, this dependence
Swarmer Progeny should be relieved by the D90G mutation in DivK, which
The swarmer progeny-specific (SwaPS) developmental program (blue prevents DivK from localizing to the flagellar pole. A relief
arrows) includes flagellar rotation, pili synthesis, flagellum shedding, of this dependence would permit SwaPS developmentand ultimately stalk formation. The cell cycle-dependent localization

to occur even when cytokinesis is inhibited, ultimatelyof DivK (red) culminates in the complete release of DivK from the
leading to the formation of a stalk at the pole where theflagellar pole upon completion of cytokinesis (division of the cyto-

plasm into two). SW, swarmer cell; ST, stalked cell. flagellum was previously located. To test this hypothe-
sis, cytokinesis was inhibited in synchronized wild-type
divK (YB1585) and divKD90G (CJW1169) cells by FtsZ
depletion. As previously described (Osley and Newton,pililess, and stalkless cells with paralyzed, unshed fla-
1977), inhibition of cytokinesis blocked SwaPS develop-gella. This suggested that a maintained localization of
ment in the wild-type divK background, yielding fila-DivK at the flagellar pole after cytokinesis inhibited
ments with a stalk at one pole and a flagellum at the otherSwaPS development. To test this hypothesis, we exam-
(Figure 2D). In contrast, divKD90G cells initiated SwaPSined the localization of a DivK mutant with a D90G muta-
development regardless of cytokinesis inhibition, yield-tion that suppresses all developmental defects of a
ing filamentous cells with a stalk at each pole (FigurepleC::Tn5 mutant at 37�C (Sommer and Newton, 1991).
2D). This relief of dependence between cytokinesis andDivKD90G fused to GFP was able to localize at the stalked
SwaPS development argues for the existence of a con-pole of pleC::Tn5 cells at 37�C but failed to significantly
trol mechanism.accumulate at the flagellar pole during the cell cycle

Altogether, our data strongly suggest that the cytoki-(Figure 2A). A similar localization pattern was observed
nesis-dependent release of DivK from the flagellar polein a pleC� background (data not shown). The D90G muta-
is the molecular event that signals entry into SwaPStion does not affect DivK phosphorylation (Hung and
development in response to completion of cytokinesis.Shapiro, 2002). Therefore, it is the inability of DivKD90G

to localize to the flagellar pole at 37�C that accounts for
the suppression of pleC developmental defects. Thus, The PleC Histidine Kinase Primarily Acts

as a Phosphatase of DivK-P In Vivolocalization of DivK at the flagellar pole is involved in
the inhibition of SwaPS development. To unravel the mechanism by which the cell senses

the completion of cytokinesis to release DivK from theNext, we showed that DivK release from the flagellar
pole was dependent on the completion of cytokinesis. flagellar pole, it was critical to understand how the asym-

metrically localized DivJ and PleC histidine kinases con-Localization of wild-type DivK-GFP was followed after
inhibition of cytokinesis using a strain (CJW933; Table trol the localization of DivK at the flagellar pole. Previous

studies have indicated that DivJ, through its kinase ac-1) in which the essential cell division gene ftsZ was under
the inducible xylose promoter. In the presence of xylose tivity, mediates the localization of DivK at the flagellar

pole by increasing the cellular concentration of DivK-P,in the culture medium, the timing of DivK-GFP release
from the flagellar pole occurred normally right after cyto- suggesting that the flagellar pole has a higher affinity

for the phosphorylated form of DivK (Lam et al., 2003).kinesis (Figure 2B). Removal of xylose resulted in FtsZ
depletion and inhibition of cytokinesis, which in turn Consistently, nonphosphorylatable DivK mutants are

unable to polarly localize (Lam et al., 2003). PleC, on theprevented the release of DivK-GFP from the flagellar
pole; instead, DivK-GFP localization remained bipolar other hand, promotes DivK release from the flagellar

pole by decreasing the concentration of DivK-P in thethroughout cell elongation (Figure 2B).
In Caulobacter, cytokinesis in normal-sized cells pro- cell (Lam et al., 2003). While it has been proposed that

PleC may indirectly affect DivK phosphorylation by in-duces a stalked daughter cell that is bigger than its
swarmer cell sibling. Restoration of cytokinesis in elon- hibiting DivJ function (Wheeler and Shapiro, 1999), yeast

two-hybrid experiments, together with genetic and bio-gated cells occurs at various locations, sometimes at a
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Figure 2. The Complete Release of DivK from the Flagellar Pole in Response to Cytokinesis Completion Allows Initiation of SwaPS Development

(A) DivK localization at the flagellar pole is involved in inhibition of SwaPS development. Time-lapse fluorescence microscopy was performed
at 37�C with pleC::Tn5 cells expressing either DivK-GFP or DivKD90G-GFP. Arrows show polar signals.
(B) Inhibition of cytokinesis prevents DivK release from the flagellar pole. Time-lapse experiments with cells (CJW933) expressing DivK-GFP
and in which ftsZ was under the control of the xylose inducible promoter. Cells were grown in the presence of 0.3% xylose, washed once,
and spotted on an agarose-padded slide that contained medium either with xylose or without xylose to induce FtsZ depletion and inhibition
of cell division. The black and white arrows indicate the stalk and polar localization of DivK-GFP, respectively. Scale bar, 1 �m.
(C) Restoration of cytokinesis in filamentous cells results in DivK release from the flagellar pole. After 1 hr of culture in the absence of xylose
to induce FtsZ depletion and cell elongation, cytokinesis in elongated CJW979 cells expressing DivK-mCFP and DivJ-mYFP was restored by
adding xylose (0.3%). The black and white arrows indicate the stalk and the polar signals, respectively.
(D) A divKD90G mutation relieves the dependence of SwaPS development on cytokinesis. After synchronization, FtsZ depletion and cell elongation
were induced in wild-type divK (YB1585) and divKD90G (CJW1169) cells by removal of xylose from the M5GG medium. Cells were visualized
by transmission electron microscopy after negative staining with 1% uranyl acetate. Arrows and arrowheads show flagella and stalks,
respectively. Scale bar, 1 �m.

chemical evidence, strongly argue in favor of a physical dominant in vivo, we sought to uncouple PleC kinase
and phosphatase activities and test the effects of thisinteraction between PleC and DivK (Hecht et al., 1995;

Ohta and Newton, 2003; Sommer and Newton, 1991). uncoupling on PleC functions in vivo. It has previously
been shown that the balance of kinase and phosphataseThus, PleC may directly stimulate DivK-P dephosphory-

lation. Such phosphatase activity has been described activities of the Escherichia coli histidine kinase EnvZ
can be altered by specific amino acid substitutionsfor other histidine kinases (Tomoromi et al., 2003).

Previous studies have demonstrated that the soluble within the catalytic domain (Aiba et al., 1989; Hsing et al.,
1998; Hsing and Silhavy, 1997). Based on an alignmentPleC catalytic domain (PleC�) exhibits both DivK kinase

and DivK-P phosphatase activities in vitro (Hecht et al., between PleC and EnvZ, we made three independent sub-
stitutions in PleC residues (T614R, F778L, and H610A,1995; Wu et al., 1998). To determine which activity was
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Table 1. Strains and Plasmids

Strains Relevant Genotype or Description

Caulobacter

CJW27 CB15N (or NA1000) synchronizable variant strain of CB15 Evinger and Agabian, 1977
CJW332 CB15N divJ::gent Wheeler and Shapiro, 1999
CJW366 CB15N/pMR20divK-gfp Jacobs et al., 2001
CJW686 CB15N pleC::pleC-myfp this study
CJW718 CB15N pleC::pleC-myfp/pMR20divK-mcfp this study
CJW719 CB15N/pMR20divK-mcfp this study
CJW788 CB15N �pleC/pJS14pleCT614R-myfp this study
CJW801 CB15N rec pleC::pleC-tdimer2 divJ-yfp/pMR20divK-mcfp this study
CJW858 CB15N divJ::divJ-myfp this study
CJW864 CB15N �pleC/pJS14pleCH610A-yfp this study
CJW865 CB15N divJ::divJ-myfp/pMR20divK-mcfp this study
CJW878 CB15N �pleC/pJS14pleC-myfp this study
CJW884 CB15N divJ::gent/pMR20divJ-myfpdivK-mcfp this study
CJW885 CB15N �pleC/pJS14pleC-myfp/pMR20divK-mcfp this study
CJW933 CB15N ftsZ::pBJM1/pMR20divK-gfp this study
CJW942 CB15N ftsZ::pBJM1/pJS14pleC-myfp this study
CJW977 CB15N rec pleC-myfp divJ-tdimer2/pMR20divK-mcfp this study
CJW979 CB15N ftsZ::pBJM1/pMR20divJ-myfpdivK-mcfp this study
CJW981 CB15N ftsZ::pBJM1/pJS14pleC-myfp/pMR20divK-mcfp this study
CJW983 CB15N divJ::gent/pMR20divJ-myfp this study
CJW984 CB15N ftsZ::pBJM1/pMR20divJ-myfp this study
CJW1144 CB15N �pleC/pJS14pleCF778L-myfp this study
CJW1162 CB15N pleC::Tn5 xylX::pBXdivK-gfp/pJS14pleCF778L this study
CJW1164 CB15N pleC::Tn5 xylX::pBXdivK-gfp/pJS14pleCT614R this study
CJW1167 CB15N pleC::Tn5 �divK xylX::pBXdivK-gfp this study
CJW1168 CB15N pleC::Tn5 �divK xylX::pBXdivKD90G-gfp this study
CJW1169 CB15N divKD90G ftsZ::pBJM1 this study
YB1585 CB15N ftsZ::pBJM1 Wang et al., 2001

E. coli

S17-1 RP4-2, Tc::Mu, KM-Tn7, for plasmid mobilization Simon et al., 1983
DH5� cloning strain Invitrogen

Plasmid relevant genotype or description Reference or source

pBluescriptKS (�) AmpR cloning vector Stratagene
pMR20 TetR low copy number broad host range vector Roberts et al., 1996
pJS14 ChlR pBBR1-derived medium copy number broad host range vector Jeffrey Skerker
pBGS18T a derivative of pBGS18 (Spratt et al., 1986) Alley, 2001
pBGent GentR variant of pBGS18T this study
pgfp green fluorescent protein (GFP) Clontech
pmyfp, pmcfp monomeric variants of YFP and CFP Zacharias et al., 2002
ptdimer2 tandem of two dimeric variants of DsRed (Dimer2) Campbell et al., 2002
pMR20divK-egfp pMR20 carrying divK-gfp Jacobs et al., 2001
pMR20divK-mcfp pMR20 carrying divK-mcfp this study
pMR20divJ-myfp pMR20 carrying divJ-myfp this study
pMR20divJ-myfp,divK-mcfp pMR20 carrying divJ-myfp and divK-mcfp this study
pJS14pleC-myfp pJS14 carrying pleC-myfp this study
pJS14pleCH610A-yfp pJS14 carrying pleCH610-yfp Lam et al., 2003
pJS14pleCT614R-myfp pJS14 carrying pleCT614R-myfp this study
pJS14pleCF778L-myfp pJS14 carrying pleCF778L-myfp this study
pJS14pleCF778L pJS14 carrying pleCF778L this study
pJS14pleCT614R pJS14 carrying pleCT614R this study
pBGentpleC-myfp pBGent carrying 5� truncated pleC-myfp this study
pBGentpleC-tdimer2 pBGent carrying 5� truncated pleC-tdimer2 this study
pBXdivK-gfp pBGent carrying divK-gfp and 800bp of xylX ORF this study
pBXdivKD90G-gfp pBGent carrying divKD90G-gfp and 800bp of xylX ORF this study
pBJM1 pBGS18T carrying the N-term portion of ftsZ Wang et al., 2001

H610 being the site of phosphorylation). The soluble type (Figure 3A). The phosphatase activity of each PleC�
mutant was assessed by incubating purified DivK-P withcatalytic domain of each mutant was purified and tested

for its in vitro ability to autophosphorylate (autokinase each PleC� protein for various amounts of time (Figure
3B). The autophosphatase activity of DivK (Hecht et al.,activity), promote DivK phosphorylation (kinase activity),

and dephosphorylate DivK-P (phosphatase activity). All 1995), which is common among response regulators,
was evaluated in reactions lacking PleC� protein. Phos-three mutations resulted in abrogation both of autoki-

nase and kinase activities of PleC compared to wild- phatase activity was negligible for PleC�T614R and consid-
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erably reduced for PleC�H610A. Strikingly, the PleC�F778L

mutant displayed similar phosphatase activity to wild-
type PleC�. Comparison of PleC� mutants’ phosphatase
activity with that of wild-type PleC� after normalization
of DivK-P autophosphatase activity is shown in Figure
3C. Thus, while the T614R and H610A mutations gener-
ated kinase- and phosphatase-defective (K�P�) mu-
tants, the F778L mutation successfully uncoupled the
phosphatase activity of PleC from its kinase activity by
creating a kinase-defective, phosphatase-active (K�P�)
mutant.

If the phosphatase activity of PleC rather than its ki-
nase activity fulfills the cytokinesis-dependent release
of DivK from the flagellar pole to regulate SwaPS devel-
opment in vivo, the K�P� PleCF778L mutant but not the
K�P� PleCT614R and PleCH610A mutants should be able to
perform PleC developmental functions. Consistent with
this hypothesis, time-lapse experiments of pleC::Tn5
cells expressing the different PleC mutants revealed
that, despite its lack of kinase activity, K�P� PleCF778L

successfully promoted DivK-GFP release from the fla-
gellar pole upon cytokinesis (Figure 3D). In contrast,
K�P� PleCT614R and PleCH610A failed to mediate DivK-GFP
release at cell division (Figure 3D; Lam et al., 2003).
Furthermore, the K�P� PleCF778L mutant but not the K�P�

PleCT614R and PleCH610A mutants were able to complement
the pililess, stalkless, and nonmotile defects of a �pleC
mutant (summarized in Figure 3E). The pleCH610A pheno-
types had been previously described (Lam et al., 2003;
Viollier et al., 2002); we show here that they can be
attributed to the lack of PleC phosphatase activity. Thus,
PleC is primarily a phosphatase of DivK-P in vivo, and
this phosphatase activity promotes DivK release from
the flagellar pole to initiate the SwaPS developmental
program upon completion of cytokinesis.

Early Colocalization of DivJ and PleC with DivK
at Opposite Poles during the Cell Cycle
Given the role of DivJ and PleC in the regulation of
DivK localization at the flagellar pole, it was important to
obtain an accurate temporal sequence of the subcellular
distribution of PleC, DivJ, and DivK relative to each other
during the cell cycle. To do this, the localization of all
three proteins (each labeled with a different fluorophore)
was examined in the same cells. We used two different
strains to vary the combination of fluorophore tags. In
the first one (CJW799), divK, pleC, and divJ were fused to
mcfp, myfp, and tdimer2 (a derivative of the Discosoma
coral dsRed present in tandem), respectively. In the sec-

buffer and subjected to electrophoresis followed by phospho-

Figure 3. PleC Predominantly Acts as a Phosphatase of DivK-P to

imaging.
(C) Photodensitometry of DivK-P decay in the presence of PleC�

proteins after normalization for DivK autophosphatase activity.
Control SwaPS Development (D) Time-lapse experiment of DivK-GFP localization in pleC::Tn5
(A) Kinase assay. DivK (0.5 �M) and 	32-ATP were incubated in the strain expressing K�P� PleCT614R (CJW1164) or K�P� PleCF778L

reaction buffer alone (�) or with increasing concentrations of PleC� (CJW1162).
and PleC� mutant proteins (0.2, 0.5, and 1 �M) for 20 min. Autokinase (E) K�P� and K�P� PleC mutants were tested for their ability to
activity (PleC�-P) and phosphotransfer to DivK (DivK-P) were visual- complement the nonmotile, stalkless, and pililess phenotypes of a
ized by phosphoimaging. �pleC mutation. Motility and pili presence were examined using
(B) Phosphatase assay. Time course of dephosphorylation of puri- swarm agar and φCbK phage resistance assays (Sommer and New-
fied DivK-P (0.5 �M) in the absence or presence of PleC� proteins ton, 1991; Wang et al., 1993); φCbK phages use pili as receptors.
(0.2 �M). Samples were transferred at the indicated times to SDS Stalks were visualized by DIC microscopy.
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Figure 4. DivJ and PleC Promote Dynamic Polar Localization of DivK with Rapid Exchange of DivK between Polar Pools throughout the
Predivisional Stage Preceding Completion of Cytokinesis

(A) Time-lapse fluorescence microscopy experiment starting with a synchronized swarmer cell population of strain CJW977 coexpressing
DivK-mCFP, DivJ-tdimer2, and PleC-mYFP. White arrows show the polar signals. Below is a schematic of the subcellular distribution of all
three fluorescently labeled proteins during the cell cycle.
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ond strain (CJW801), divK, pleC, and divJ were fused release of DivK from that pole led us to question whether
or not PleC phosphatase activity was dependent onto mcfp, tdimer2, and yfp, respectively. Both strains
cytokinesis. Colocalization of two proteins at the resolu-exhibited wild-type development and cell cycle. Simi-
tion of light microscopy does not necessarily mean thatlarly to the GFP, CFP, or YFP derivatives (Jacobs et al.,
they do in fact physically interact. To demonstrate pro-2001; Lam et al., 2003; Viollier et al., 2002; Wheeler and
tein-protein interaction requires spatial resolution thatShapiro, 1999), fusions of DivK, DivJ, and PleC to mCFP,
exceeds the optical limit of conventional epifluores-mYFP, or tdimer2 supported the known wild-type func-
cence microscopy. Therefore, we sought to develop ations of the untagged protein when expressed as the
fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) micros-only source of the protein (data not shown). All fluores-
copy assay in our bacterial system to monitor the inter-cently labeled proteins also displayed a temporal and
action of DivK with PleC in live cells at single cell resolu-spatial pattern of localization consistent with previous
tion. Because DivJ kinase activity mediates DivKobservations obtained with single GFP fusions (Jacobs
localization at the flagellar pole, we also examined DivJ/et al., 2001; Wheeler and Shapiro, 1999). A representa-
DivK interactions during the cell cycle. To visualize DivJ/tive time-lapse experiment using strain CJW977 is
DivK and PleC/DivK interactions by FRET microscopy,shown in Figure 4A. Figure 4B depicts the results from
we constructed FRET strains coexpressing either DivK-time course experiments on synchronized cell popula-
mCFP and DivJ-mYFP or DivK-mCFP and PleC-mYFP.tions of strain CJW801. The sequence of protein local-
Monomeric variants of CFP and YFP were used to avoidization during the cell cycle was confirmed in short
an artifactual dimerization between CFP and YFP (Za-time-lapse experiments (data not shown). From these
charias et al., 2002). FRET was detected using a threeexperiments, four important observations were made.
filter microscope procedure. Here, the FRET signal orFirst, DivJ localization at the nascent stalked pole after
net FRET (nF), which is reflective of DivJ-mYFP/DivK-the swarmer-to-stalked cell transition preceded the ac-
mCFP or PleC-mYFP/DivK-mCFP interaction, was cal-cumulation of DivK at the same pole, consistent with
culated by correcting the signal intensity in the FRETthe notion that DivJ recruits DivK to the stalked pole
channel from the contaminating CFP bleed through and(Lam et al., 2003). Second, PleC formed a focus at the
YFP direct activation that are inherent to the techniquenascent flagellar pole in the early predivisional stage.
(see Experimental Procedures). As shown for strainShortly after, DivK adopted a bipolar localization. From
CJW884, in which DivJ-mYFP and DivK-mCFP werethis point, DivK colocalized with DivJ and PleC at the
coexpressed, nF was clearly detected at the stalkedrespective stalked and flagellar pole for most of the
pole where DivJ-mYFP and DivK-mCFP colocalizedpredivisional stage. Upon cytokinesis, DivK was re-
(Figure 4C). No detectable nF signal was present at theleased from the PleC flagellar pole. Thus, PleC colocal-
opposite pole where DivK-mCFP was also present. Thisized with DivK at the flagellar pole for an extended period
indicated that the CFP bleed through had been effi-of time (�30 min under our time course conditions) be-
ciently subtracted from the measurements and that thefore completion of cytokinesis and DivK release from
FRET signal was specific to an interaction between DivKthe flagellar pole.
and DivJ at the stalked pole. FRET at the stalked pole
could also be visualized in a 3D topographical represen-

Visualization of DivJ/DivK and PleC/DivK tation of nF values across the image (Figure 4C). Con-
Interactions at the Poles using FRET Microscopy versely, a significant nF signal was only observed at
The considerable lag between PleC/DivK colocalization the flagellar pole where DivK-mCFP and PleC-mYFP

colocalized in FRET strain CJW885 (Figure 4D). Thus,at the flagellar pole and the observed PleC-mediated

(B) The relative cell cycle and pole-specific localization of PleC-tdimer2, DivJ-YFP, and DivK-mCFP were determined in a series of time course
experiments starting with synchronized populations of swarmer CJW801 cells. A cell pole was denoted “new pole” if it originated from the
last cell division or “old pole” otherwise. The percentage of cells with a specific localization was plotted as a function of time after synchrony
(t 
 0 min, n 
 336; t 
 10 min, n 
 214; t 
 20 min, n 
 565; t 
 30 min, n 
 343; t 
 40 min, n 
 237; t 
 50 min, n 
 348; t 
 60 min,
n 
 353; t 
 75 min, n 
 396; t 
 90 min, n 
 384); the SD was, on average, 5%. The graph is represented as polynomial trendlines (order
3). Below is a schematic of the cell cycle-dependent localization pattern of PleC, DivJ, and DivK.
(C and D) Visualization of DivJ/DivK and PleC/DivK interactions at single cell resolution by FRET microscopy. The net FRET (nF) indicative of
DivJ-mYFP/DivK-mCFP (C) or PleC-mYFP/DivK-mCFP (D) interactions at the stalked or flagellar pole were visualized as a polar fluorescent
signal or as a 3D topographical representation using strains coexpressing DivJ-mYFP and DivK-mCFP (CJW884) (C) or PleC-mYFP and DivK-
mCFP (CJW885) (D). Black and white arrows show the stalk and polar fluorescent signals of interest, respectively. Scale bar, 1 �m.
(E) DivJ and DivK interact at the stalked pole throughout the time of colocalization. The percentage of FRET-positive cells from synchronized
cell populations of strain CJW884 coexpressing DivJ-mYFP and DivK-mCFP was determined every 15 min, starting with the 45 min time point
after synchrony, which corresponded to the time of DivJ-mYFP and DivK-mCFP colocalization at the stalked pole (t 
 45 min, n 
 149; t 


60 min; n 
 235; t 
 75 min; n 
 241; t 
 90 min; n 
 276; t 
 105 min, n 
 225). Cells were considered FRET-positive based upon statistical
analysis using three different filtering methods (method 1, dark gray; method 2, light gray; and method 3, black; see Supplemental Data).
(F) PleC and DivK interact at the flagellar pole throughout the time of colocalization. The percentage of FRET-positive cells from synchronized
cell populations of strain CJW885 coexpressing PleC-mYFP and DivK-mCFP was determined every 15 min, starting with the 60 min time point
after synchrony, which corresponds to the time of PleC-mYFP and DivK-mCFP colocalization at the nascent flagellar pole (t 
 60 min, n 


109; t 
 75 min, n 
 213; t 
 90 min, n 
 221; t 
 105 min, n 
 276). After FRET measurements, the cells were subjected to statistical analysis
using filtering methods 1 (dark gray) and 3 (black).
(G) Polar localization of DivK is highly dynamic, with rapid exchange of DivK molecules between cytoplasmic and polar pools. Photobleaching
experiment performed on predivisional cells (CJW366) expressing DivK-GFP. Images were taken before and after selectively photobleaching
for 3–4 s an area (hatched bars) encompassing one pole of a cell with a laser. Scale bar, 1 �m.
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our FRET microscopy method successfully detects the compensated for by DivJ-induced localization of DivK-
P to the flagellar pole. Because PleC and DivJ are lo-physical interaction of DivJ and PleC with DivK at the

poles where colocalization occurs. cated at opposite poles, this model implies a highly
dynamic polar localization of DivK with a rapid exchange
of DivK molecules between polar pools through diffusionThe Timing of DivJ and PleC Interaction
in the cytoplasm. Cytoplasmic diffusion is thought to bewith DivK at Opposite Poles Corresponds
very rapid in bacteria; the diffusion coefficient for GFPto the Timing of Their Colocalization
in E. coli is �8 �m2/s (Elowitz et al., 1999). To test thisUsing this FRET technique, we monitored DivJ and PleC
model, we examined the dynamism of DivK polar local-interaction with DivK during the cell cycle. Under our
ization in fluorescence photobleaching experiments.experimental time course conditions, DivJ-mYFP and
Predivisional cells with bipolar DivK-GFP were imagedDivK-mCFP colocalized at the nascent stalked pole
before and after photobleaching an area encompassingabout 45 min after synchronization of swarmer cell pop-
a cell pole until complete extinction of the polar signalulations. At each following 15 min time point, we quanti-
(�4 s). During this short time interval, loss of fluores-fied the number of cells with a statistically significant
cence at one pole was always accompanied by the dis-FRET signal (FRET-positive cells) at the stalked pole
appearance of fluorescence from the cytoplasm andbased on three different filtering methods (see Supple-
distal pole (Figure 4G). Thus, within seconds, all DivK-mental Data at http://www.cell.com/cgi/content/full/
GFP molecules in the cell (including those that were118/5/579/DC1 for a description of the statistical analy-
once in the cytoplasm and at the distal pole) had passedses). As shown in Figure 4E for strain CJW884, the per-
through the photobleached pole, indicating a rapid ex-centage of FRET-positive cells was high at the 45 min
change of DivK-GFP between cytoplasmic and polartime point using all three filtering methods, indicating
pools of the protein. The accuracy of the laser beamthat DivJ-mYFP interacted with DivK-mCFP at the
was attested by the absence of photobleaching in neigh-stalked pole upon colocalization. The percentage of
boring cells located outside the bleached zone (FigureFRET-positive cells remained statistically similar for
4G). The results were similar, regardless of the naturelater time points, indicating that DivJ-mYFP and DivK-
of the pole (stalked or flagellar). Thus, DivK does notmCFP sustained their interaction at the stalked pole
remain anchored to the poles during the predivisionalthroughout the remainder of the cell cycle.
phase when bipolar foci of DivK are observed (�30 min).To define the temporal pattern of PleC-mYFP/DivK-
Instead, bipolar localization of DivK is a very dynamicmCFP interaction at the flagellar pole during the cell
process, in which DivK molecules from the flagellar andcycle, we performed FRET measurements on synchro-
stalked polar pools are continuously exchanged withinnized cell populations of strain CJW885. In this strain,
seconds or less through cytoplasmic diffusion and local-FRET between DivK-mCFP and PleC-mYFP often resulted
ized actions of DivJ kinase and PleC phosphatase atin quenching of the CFP emission signal in the CFP chan-
opposite poles.nel (ICFP). This quenching resulted in ICFP values approaching

or equaling zero. Therefore, filtering method 2, which was
based on nF/ICFP ratios (see Supplemental Data on the Cytokinesis Interrupts the Rapid Exchange of
Cell web site), could not be used to determine the num- DivK Molecules between Polar Pools
ber of FRET-positive cells. Nevertheless, both filtering As shown in Figure 2B, failure to execute cytokinesis
methods 1 and 3 showed that most cells exhibited a resulted in filamentous cells unable to completely re-
significant FRET signal at the first time point of colocali- lease DivK from the flagellar pole, thereby blocking entry
zation (t 
 60 min; Figure 4F), indicating that PleC-mYFP into SwaPS development. FRET microscopy on FtsZ-
and DivK-mCFP interacted at the nascent flagellar pole depleted strains coexpressing DivJ-mYFP and DivK-
as soon as these two proteins colocalized. This interac- mCFP (CJW979) or PleC-mYFP and DivK-mCFP
tion was maintained throughout the time of polar colo- (CJW981) indicated that DivJ/DivK and PleC/DivK inter-
calization of these two proteins (75 and 90 min time actions at opposite poles were maintained throughout
points). The percentage of FRET-positive cells dramati- cell filamentation; all three FRET filtering methods
cally dropped at 105 min, corresponding to the release showed a constant percentage of FRET-positive cells
of DivK-mCFP from the flagellar pole after cytokinesis. over time when cytokinesis was inhibited (Figure 5A).

In conclusion, these FRET experiments indicate that We also performed photobleaching experiments with
DivJ and PleC interact with DivK upon colocalization at FtsZ-depleted filamentous cells expressing bipolar
their respective poles and continue to interact with DivK DivK-GFP. In these filamentous cells (unlike normal-
throughout the time of polar colocalization during the sized cells, Figure 4G), it was technically possible to
cell cycle. photobleach one cell pole without photobleaching the

rest of the cell (Figure 5B). Fluorescence recovery of
DivK-GFP fluorescence at the photobleached pole wasRapid Exchange of DivK Molecules between

Flagellar and Stalked Polar Pools observed 5 s later, indicating that the rapid exchange
of DivK-GFP between polar and cytoplasmic pools wasThe temporal pattern of DivJ/DivK and PleC/DivK inter-

actions suggests a model in which the localization of maintained in these filamentous cells (Figure 5B). These
fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) ex-DivK at the flagellar pole results from the balancing

activities of PleC phosphatase and DivJ kinase at oppo- periments were possible with filamentous cells and not
with normal sized cells, presumably because the greatersite poles throughout the predivisional stage prior to

completion of cytokinesis. In this model, PleC-mediated distance between poles sufficiently slowed down the
dynamic exchange of DivK between polar pools.release of DivK from the flagellar pole is immediately
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trated in Figure 2C). As expected, photobleaching ex-
periments showed that restoration of cytokinesis in
elongated cells prevented fluorescence recovery at the
photobleached pole, indicative of an inhibition of DivK-
GFP shuttling between the two poles (Figure 5C; arrow
shows site of cytokinesis).

Thus, these experiments on filamentous cells indicate
that the cell does not measure time or cell length to
regulate DivK localization at the flagellar pole. Rather,
the dynamism of DivK polar localization, which primarily
relies on localized activities of DivJ and PleC at opposite
poles, suggests that the cell monitors the cytoplasmic
communication between the poles.

A Ping-Pong Mechanism that Monitors Cytokinesis
to Control Initiation of SwaPS Development
Taken together, our data suggest that the dynamic polar
localization of DivK participates in a mechanism that
monitors cytokinesis to regulate SwaPS development
(Figure 6). In the predivisional stage when the cell is a
single cytoplasmic unit, PleC phosphatase and compen-
sating DivJ kinase activities localized at opposite poles,
together with fast cytoplasmic diffusion, mediate dy-
namic polar localization of DivK with a rapid “Ping-Pong”
exchange of DivK and DivK-P molecules between poles.
This dynamic process maintains a steady-state localiza-
tion of DivK-P at the flagellar pole, which, in turn, inhibits
SwaPS development. Completion of cytokinesis creates
a cytoplasmic diffusion barrier, which effectively segre-
gates DivJ and PleC activities and interrupts the rapid
DivK/DivK-P exchange between the DivJ stalked pole
and the PleC flagellar pole. The PleC phosphatase-
mediated release of DivK from the flagellar pole is there-
fore no longer compensated for by DivJ kinase-induced
localization of DivK-P. This results in a complete release
of DivK from the flagellar pole, allowing the initiation of
SwaPS development. This Ping-Pong mechanism
thereby couples SwaPS development to completion of

Figure 5. Inhibition of Cytokinesis Sustains PleC/DivK and DivJ/ cytokinesis during normal cell cycle progression. In ad-
DivK Polar Interactions, which, in Turn, Results in Dynamic Polar dition, this proposed mechanism appears to participate
Localization of DivK with Rapid Exchange of DivK between Polar in a checkpoint control that blocks SwaPS development
Pools

when cytokinesis fails. Absence or incomplete cytokine-
(A) The percentage of FRET-positive cells indicative of interactions

sis results in the maintenance of the Ping-Pong ex-between DivJ-mYFP and DivK-mCFP (strain CJW979) or between
change of DivK and DivK-P between poles, thereby pre-PleC-mYFP and DivK-mCFP (strain CJW981) remained constant
venting initiation of SwaPS development. Resumptionafter FtsZ depletion. Cells were considered FRET-positive upon sta-

tistical analysis using three filtering methods (method 1, dark gray; of cytokinesis in cell filaments disrupts the DivK/DivK-P
method 2, light gray; and method 3, black; see Supplemental Data). shuttling between poles and triggers development of
For CJW979 cells, t 
 105 min, n 
 209; t 
 150 min, n 
 141; t 
 the swarmer progeny.
210 min, n 
 116; t 
 270 min, n 
 152. For CJW981 cells, t 
 105

How is the development of the stalked progeny regu-min, n 
 164; t 
 150 min, n 
 130; t 
 210 min, n 
 118; t 
 270
lated? Interestingly, morphogenesis of the stalked cell,min, n 
 91.
which includes the assembly of a flagellum at the pole(B) FRAP experiment was performed on elongated FtsZ-depleted

cells (CJW933). DivK-GFP was selectively photobleached at one opposite the stalk, is not dependent on previous cytoki-
pole for 3–4 s, and recovery of the polar fluorescence signal was nesis; instead, it depends on DNA replication (Osley and
observed 5 s later. Newton, 1977; Osley et al., 1977). This may be because
(C) Photobleaching of one pole of an elongated CJW933 cell in

stalked cells can originate not only from asymmetricwhich cytokinesis had been restored by addition of xylose resulted
divisions but also from the differentiation of swarmerin a complete loss of polar and cytoplasmic DivK-GFP fluorescence
cells (Figure 1), rendering a cytokinesis-dependentup to the site of cell division (arrow), with no fluorescence recovery

at the bleached pole. Hatched bars shows the bleached area. Scale mechanism inappropriate. A dependency on DNA repli-
bar, 1 �m. cation would provide a common control mechanism for

stalked cells of both origins, because DNA replication
begins in the stalked cell immediately after division andAs mentioned above, restoration of cytokinesis by

addition of xylose to cultures of filamentous cells re- is prevented in the swarmer cell until it has developed
into a stalked cell. The nature of the control mechanismsulted in DivK release from the flagellar pole (as illus-
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Figure 6. Model Depicting How the Cell Monitors Cytokinesis to Control SwaPS Development

In the predivisional cell in which the cytoplasm is continuous between cell poles, PleC phosphatase promotes the release of DivK from the
(DivK-P high-affinity) flagellar pole by dephosphorylating DivK-P. However, this DivK release is immediately counteracted by DivJ kinase
activity, which, by phosphorylating DivK, mediates compensatory DivK-P localization to the flagellar pole. Because DivJ and PleC are located
at opposite poles, their compensating activities on DivK phosphorylation and localization result in a dynamic localization of DivK at the pole
with rapid exchange of DivK-P and DivK between poles through fast diffusion in the cytoplasm. As long as there is a cytoplasmic communication
between the PleC flagellar and DivJ stalked poles, accumulation of DivK-P at the flagellar pole is maintained, thereby preventing premature
SwaPS development. Upon completion of cytokinesis, segregation of PleC and DivJ into two different daughter cells disrupts the DivK/DivK-P
cytoplasmic exchange between PleC and DivJ poles. The PleC phosphatase-mediated release of DivK from the flagellar pole is no longer
compensated for by DivJ kinase activity, resulting in complete cytoplasmic dispersion of DivK from the flagellar pole and hence induction of
SwaPS development.

is unknown. Intriguingly, the DivKD90G mutant exhibits a the PleD response regulator whose gene is organized
in an operon with divK. Furthermore, it was recentlycold sensitive phenotype at 24�C where it is unable to

localize to not only the flagellar pole but also the stalked shown that phosphorylation and localization of PleD at
the stalked pole regulates PleD’s diguanylate cyclasepole (H.L., unpublished data). This defect at 24�C is

accompanied by inhibition of DNA replication (Hung and activity in a DivJ- and PleC-dependent manner (Paul et
al., 2004).Shapiro, 2002), suggesting a possible link between DivK

localization at the stalked pole and DNA replication. In any case, this study identifies a mechanism that
uses polar localization of signaling proteins to ultimatelyHow could the subcellular localization of DivK affect

development? Genetic evidence with the localization control developmental events in response to completion
of cytokinesis. From Bacillus subtilis sporulation to larvalmutant divKD90G has linked DivK to the degradation of

the swarmer cell fate determinant CtrA in stalked cells development in nematodes to neurogenesis in flies and
mammals, developmental decisions are often intimatelyupon cytokinesis or swarmer cell differentiation (Hung

and Shapiro, 2002; Wu et al., 1998). CtrA directly controls coupled with asymmetric cell divisions (Doe and Bow-
erman, 2001; Knoblich, 2001; Losick and Dworkin, 1999;the transcription of about 100 cell cycle-regulated

genes, many of which are involved in development (Laub Lu et al., 2000). The polar localization of proteins has
been recognized as an important mechanism governinget al., 2002). It is also possible that DivK affects the

activity of more than one downstream effector. For in- cell differentiation in many organisms. For example, the
process of neural differentiation in Drosophila relies onstance, �pleD mutants fail to shed their flagella and are

mostly defective in stalk formation (Aldridge and Jenal, the cell cycle-dependent localization of proteins at op-
posite poles of the mother cell, which ultimately dictates1999; Sommer and Newton, 1989). DivK may therefore

control flagellum shedding and stalk formation through the differentiation and fate of the progeny (Doe and
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DIC, FRET, CFP, and YFP using appropriate filter sets and exposureBowerman, 2001; Knoblich, 2001). Premature cell differ-
times of 75 ms, 500 ms, 500 ms, and 1200 ms, respectively. Becauseentiation in the mother cell would probably be deleteri-
polar protein signals were only �15 pixels covering a nongeometri-ous to cell type diversity and development of the organ-
cal area, it was not possible to determine the average intensity of

ism. Therefore, control mechanisms, perhaps similar to the entire area without including pixels from the background or from
the one described here, may operate in higher organ- the rest of the cell. Thus, by convention, we measured the brightest

pixel intensity (Imax) within a square region drawn around the cellisms to ensure that cell differentiation does not occur
pole using Metamorph software. The net signal intensity (I) wasbefore completion of cell division.
determined by subtracting the cytoplasmic background intensity
(Iav; average intensity along a line drawn into the cell) from Imax. ThisExperimental Procedures
was done for each channel using the same regions of interest. The
real FRET signal (nF) in FRET strains was obtained by applying theStrains, Plasmids, and Media
conventional equation: nF 
 IFRET � (ICFP x b) � (IYFP x a), where b isCaulobacter strains were grown at 30�C (unless otherwise stated)
a norm of the percentage of CFP bleed through, and a is a norm ofin PYE (peptone yeast extract), M5GG, or M2G supplemented with
the percentage of direct excitation of YFP in the FRET channel1% PYE (Lam et al., 2003). Plasmids were mobilized from E. coli
(Xia and Liu, 2001; Youvan et al., 1997). The norms a and b werestrain S17-1 into Caulobacter by bacterial conjugation (Ely, 1991).
determined using cells expressing only mCFP or mYFP (controlPlasmids and strains are listed in Table 1, and the strategies for
strains) and quantifying IFRET/ICFP or IFRET/IYFP ratios. The averaged btheir construction are available upon request. When needed, ho-
value was 0.36, indicating that 36% of the CFP signal contaminatedmogenous swarmer cell populations were obtained as described
the FRET signal; this was similar, regardless of the nature of the(Evinger and Agabian, 1977).
pole or the cell cycle stage. The averaged a values were minimal
and ranged between 0.06 and 0.09, depending on the control strain,Protein Purification and In Vitro Phosphorylation Assays
meaning that 6%–9% of the FRET signal resulted from a directSequences encoding the catalytic domain of PleC (PleC�) and full-
excitation of mYFP by CFP excitation wavelengths. Three differentlength DivK were cloned in a pET28c expression vector (Novagen,
statistical methods were used to determine the number of FRET-WI), and expression was induced with 1 mM IPTG for 4 hr at 37�C.
positive cells (see Supplemental Data).The resulting His fusions were affinity purified with a Co2� chelated

resin (BD TALON resin, BD Biosciences, CA). Untagged DivK was
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